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Dear Reader,
It gives me great pleasure in informing that Godrej
Material Handling continues to set industry benchmarks
the latest one being clocking of an unprecedented order
intake of more than INR 500 crores in the recently
concluded financial year 2017-18.
We are feeling ecstatic on this achievement and at the
same time humble at the fact that organisations across
industries continue to patronize our products and
services despite having multiple choices, thereby
making us the undisputed market leader in material
handling industry in India.
This issue of Liftech focusses as always on products,
solutions and services that would enhance productivity,
efficiency and safety in the intralogistics space. The first
article talks about introduction of Neo Diesel forklift –
an exciting addition to our already comprehensive
product range. This product comes with host of new
features such as a brand new transmission for better
efficiency, new filter system, advanced wet disc brakes,
new ergonomically designed seat to ensure an enriching
experience for the operator and increased productivity
and safety for the organization.

Disclaimer
This content is the intellectual property of Godrej & Boyce Mfg.Co.Ltd, Godrej Material Handling and
is copyright protected and legally privileged. Unauthorized copying, reproduction or distribution of
this information would amount to an infringement of law and would invite applicable penalties.

The second article is about our tie up with BHS, USA
for its entire range of battery handling solutions.
BHS Global, Ltd. is a world-renowned supplier of battery
handling systems and accessories and the largest
manufacturer of battery handling equipment in the world.
Having a history of innovation since 1979 their products
build safety and efficiency in operations along with
reducing life cycle cost of operations with respect to
battery handling.
The next article focusses on our capability to offer
equipment on rental – a truly unique value proposition
as Godrej Material Handling is the major OEM in India
to offer rental services along with operator.
We next discuss the importance of using genuine
parts in any machine and how Godrej Material
Handling facilitates availability of spares across India.
With markets looking up and economy set to grow,
we reiterate our resolve to remain the back bone of
supply chain across industries through thoughtfully
designed products and responsive services.
Cavas Dumasia
(VP – Sales & Markeing)
Godrej Material Handling
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“Cost Advantage of local manufacturer
with Value Advantage of Global Forklift.”
Ashish Mathew

The economic liberalization of 1991 was aimed at ending
the license-permit raj by decreasing government intervention
in the way businesses are run, thereby pushing economic
growth through reforms. It also paved the way for increased
competition in the Indian market. Several global players fell
prey to the attraction of the developing Indian market.
Various governmental reforms over the last two decades
and programs such as Make In India has made this attraction
stronger than ever. The marketplace has seen a lot of
technological transfers, breakthroughs and exchange
happening between the Indian and the global market. There
has been increased mechanization at the shop floor level.
Stockists are growing their warehouses vertically. All this
has led to increase in customer expectations.
At Godrej Material Handing, pioneers at introducing material
handling solutions in the country, we are no strangers to the
changes in the marketplace. After Developing a range of
advanced battery powered forklifts and warehouse trucks,
we turned our attention to the diesel-powered range.
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In remaining true to our mission of providing material handling
solutions, we have launched the NEO Diesel range of diesel
forklifts of capacity 1.5 tonne to 3 tonne.
Now I’m sure our readers would like to know why should you
prefer Godrej over other brands. As Indians, we are known for
being very exacting in the understanding of “value to us” and
this extends to buying of industrial equipment. We are willing
to pay more when we perceive better value.
With the growing awareness of supply chain optimization
companies are looking for a reliable product for their material
movement needs. Our design team has been working hard to
deliver the same. We have redesigned the entire transmission
to improve the efficiency and also to resolve one of the
biggest problems haunting the diesel forklift, i.e., the heavy
vibrations of the diesel-powered engine. Our new floating
shaft design ensures minimal loss of energy between drive
axle & transmission thus providing maximum efficiency.
Efficiency when coupled with reliability translates to a better
customer satisfaction. The same is reflected in our equipment
which comes equipped with more reliable and more
advanced wet disc brake with a life of 8000 hrs. We also have
the newly designed steer axle, specially designed for Indian
conditions to give an extended life.
If only I could say that is all, the list goes on with
improvement in every aspect of equipment design.

The goal has been to provide better power for better
performance with lower maintenance.
Now what good is an equipment without its operator on it.
We have made various changes to improve the operator
comfort, thus reducing fatigue and prolonging the
productivity of the man and machine. The new ergonomically
designed seat and adjustable steering column allows for an
operator of any size and shape to operate comfortably and
safely. We’ve also made major modifications to the
equipment dashboard and counterweight to deliver an
increase of 25% in operator visibility, a very important factor
for increased safety and productivity.
At Godrej we not only strive to meet our customer needs
but go beyond to deliver true value to our customers. This is
achieved by keeping our ear to the ground and constantly
watching out for changing customer needs. Write to us at
mhemktg@godrej.com for a demo of the new Godrej Neo
Diesel and experience it first hand.
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TOWARDS A SAFER, EFFICIENT & ECONOMIC
BATTERY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
equipments. As these mega warehouses will open new
avenues of cost optimisation they bring with them a new
challenge – Development of a safe, efficient and economic
battery management system.

“Safety is priceless”
Prashant Sharma

The last decade of material handling industry has witnessed a
phenomenal advancement of battery operated material handling
equipment technology in terms of efficiency, reliability and
capacity. Once considered inferior to their diesel counterparts,
battery operated equipments now seem to take over and
emerge as the future of the industry as the environment norms
get stringent day by day and the inherent advantages of
electrical technology like less noise, smooth operation and lower
total cost of ownership provide owners a competitive edge.
On the other hand, signing of the historic GST taxation has made
the country a level ground in terms of location of industrial units
and warehouses, eliminating the taxation factor in prioritising
location of plants and warehouses.
The convergence of these two trends have paved way for
consolidation of many small scattered regional warehouses into
large mega zonal warehouses termed National distribution
centres which will be serviced by large fleet of battery operated

Understanding this need of the industry Godrej in partnership
with BHS Global Ltd launches a complete range of customised
battery handling solutions which range from equipment
mounted battery carriage and gantry cranes to complete
battery changing room setup. Feasibility of solution depending
on project size i.e. no. of batteries to be handled and degree of
automation required. Fleet tracking systems offered help in
fault diagnostics of battery-charger system and also help
improve battery capacity utlilisation by reducing suboptimal
utilisation due to improper battery charging - discharging
practices.
Apart from the product we offer consultancy for designing
battery changing rooms/setup to our customers. The savings
in floor space achieved by proper design of battery changing
layout in terms of rate per sq.ft. of floor space and by usage of
efficient equipment for battery changing in terms of man hours
saved due to reduced battery changing time far exceed the
investments in battery handling systems.
Also the ergonomics that these solutions bring in the strenuous
task of battery handling help break the cycle of poor battery
maintenance and consequent poor health of equipment
rendering poor performance of warehouse and dependence on
alternative means which not only increase the total cost of
ownership but also jeopardise safety.
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These tangible benefits are over and above the other important
advantages of increased productivity that will come with ease
of operation, confidence from safety assurance and time savings

from systematic structured working procedures that will get
built in customers operations with inclusion of these products
giving him a competitive edge above his competitors.
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“Exceeding customer expectations in
Rental Business through Fast, Friendly
and Diligent customer service. Trust on
processes and not leaving anything to
chance.”
Gunjan Bhargava

Indian industry is growing faster than ever before. This rapid
growth poses its own challenges and place demand on
executives to focus on core processes. Material Handling is
considered an important facilitator for any manufacturing,
warehouse or logistics operations. While focusing on core
business processes customers are looking out for dependable
partners. One who can be trusted for un-interrupted operations,
take care of business seasonality, fluctuations in demand,
improve productivity and meet statutory regulations. All this
requires a skilled team, high awareness level, material handling
equipment and customer service mindset.

Godrej Material Handling has always endeavoured to provide
solutions to its customers which ease the operations, improve
productivity and allow them to focus on their core business.
Rental Solutions has been carefully developed over last decade
to meet and exceed customer needs. We remained close to our
customers and their changing needs to evolve as only Indian
OEM to venture into rental programs.
Our 50+ years of experience in serving Indian customers with MHE
and its services allow Rental Solutions to be offered equally well for
all sphere of equipment selection viz Diesel & Electric powered;
Warehouse trucks or Counterbalance trucks; Pedestrian or Seated.
To provide single window solution to our customers for all powered
equipment at shop floor and warehouse we now provide Industrial
cleaning and Access equipment along with MHE.
Godrej Rentals, aims to provide peace of mind to our customers,
where operations and maintenance are administered with same eye.
Changing Mindsets, Meticulous planning, Adopting Technology and
Developing Infrastructure simultaneously over couple of years has
supported to develop differentiated services whilst retaining
product leadership.

Can Safety and Productivity go hand-in-hand?
At Godrej we always believe that Safety is in behaviour of people
developed through processes. Focussed “Behavioural Based
Safety programs” make drivers unconsciously competent resulting
in productivity.
Productivity at shop floor is a synchronised result of equipment
productivity and skills of driver. Godrej offers a wide spectrum of
solutions across equipment types, capacities and technologies.
Our range includes electric and diesel counterbalance forklifts up
to 25 tonne capacity, warehouse trucks and special trucks for
specific applications. We also represent global players like Crown
Equipment and Hubtex among others, in India. Godrej was the first
in India to develop Forklift Driver Training program and are training
since last 3 decades. It’s now that industry has registered this as
a curriculum in sector skill council by Ministry of Skill Development
& Entrepreneurship. We are also proud to be part of PMKVY under
“Skill India Mission”. We train youth of the country for employment
as Forklift drivers. Some of these young certified operators are then
engaged for operations in Rental contracts. This backward
integration allows Godrej to have sufficient talent pool to start
operations at short notice.
Another success element of Rental contract is Fleet Management.
This requires a meticulous Supply Chain for parts and technical
capabilities. Godrej houses India’s largest inventory of parts
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managed by SCM experts guided through Theory of Constraints.
Technical capabilities for Preventive, Predictive & Breakdown
maintenance are deployed effectively through largest trained
workforce engaged directly and through dealerships.
“Proof of the pudding is in the eating” – Having developed
capabilities for executing Rental contracts and delivering
dependability, we work with our customers in their journey
of growth and success.
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Delivering Customer Satisfaction - On Time.
Every time!
Anurag Singh

Why one should only go with OEMs for the
Parts requirements:
• The Equipment Build up is designed and integrated based on
detailed metallurgy, dimensions & features of each component
which is best understood and implemented by none other than
the OEM. Hence, each spare part offered by the OEM is what
goes on the original equipment. The will fit parts may not
necessarily meet these quality standards and expected
component life, impacting the “Total Cost of Ownership”.
• Installation of a Non-OEM part affects the quality of the
assemblies and as a result hampers the commitment of the
OEM to provide excellent running of the equipment. Also, the
OEM parts generally offer longer life than those of will fitters.

The Key expectation of an equipment owner is maximum
equipment uptime & Genuine parts availability to facilitate
minimum downtime to ensure a lower cost of ownership.
We at Godrej have employed relentless efforts over the past
5 years to ensure meeting these customer expectations.

GODREJ MHE SERVICE THE COMPLETE PACKAGE
• Established network of regional Offices and Dealerships
to ensure reliable parts availability at your doorstep.
• Meticulously developed Scientific approach of stocking
inventory at various levels to ensure 97% availability of
all fast-moving parts.
• Dynamic Management of Dealer inventory through
“Daily ordering frequent replenishment” at all dealerships
to ensure parts availability at the last mile.

• All parts of the subassemblies are tuned by the OEMs to
deliver maximum output from the machine, Non-OEM parts
don’t factor such things.

• Best in class components to provide maximum uptime
and efficiency for your machines.

• OEMs have good reach through well networked dealerships,
providing quality assured parts within the proximity and
convenience of execution.

• Genuine parts along with well and uniquely defined and
deployed service contracts, enables achievement of the
key objectives of equipment uptime and lower Total Cost
of Ownership.

You are welcome to experience live demonstration of these solutions at India Warehousing Show being held
from 21st June 2018 at Pragati Maidan, New Delhi.
We hope that this issue was of value to you.
If you have any queries or questions about
our products, feel free to get in touch with
us. You can send us your query on the email
address below to ask for information or visit
our website.

In case of any queries, feel to contact:
Arnab Ghosh - Marketing
Godrej Material Handling,

Ph: +9122 6796 4660

Godrej & Boyce Mfg. Co. Ltd.,

Fax: +91 22 6796 1519

Plant 16, Pirojshanagar,

Email: mhemktg@godrej.com

Vikhroli, Mumbai - 400 079

www.godrejmhe.in

To find out more about what’s new
at Godrej Material Handling,
check out www.godrejmhe.in
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